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Abstract. Run-up processes of the 2011 Tohoku tsunami into
the city of Kamaishi, Japan, were simulated numerically us-
ing 2-D shallow water equations with a new treatment of
building footprints. The model imposes an internal hydraulic
condition of permeable and impermeable walls at the build-
ing footprint outline on unstructured triangular meshes. Dig-
ital data of the building footprint approximated by polygons
were overlaid on a 1.0 m resolution terrain model. The hy-
draulic boundary conditions were ascertained using conven-
tional tsunami propagation calculation from the seismic cen-
ter to nearshore areas. Run-up flow calculations were con-
ducted under the same hydraulic conditions for several cases
having different building permeabilities.

Comparison of computation results with field data sug-
gests that the case with a small amount of wall permeability
gives better agreement than the case with impermeable con-
dition. Spatial mapping of an indicator for run-up flow inten-
sity (IF = (hU2)max, where h and U respectively denote the
inundation depth and flow velocity during the flood, shows
fairly good correlation with the distribution of houses de-
stroyed by flooding. As a possible mitigation measure, the in-
fluence of the buildings on the flow was assessed using a nu-
merical experiment for solid buildings arrayed alternately in
two lines along the coast. Results show that the buildings
can prevent seawater from flowing straight to the city cen-
ter while maintaining access to the sea.

1 Introduction

Recent urbanization of low-lying coastal areas has increased
the potential for property damage, human injury, and death
caused by tsunamis. Visual data obtained during the tsunami
run-up have revealed that arrays of structures in urban areas
induced large wave deformation and swift currents on streets,
and that the currents washed objects such as garbage, cars,
and debris from damaged structures, causing even more dam-
age than the tsunami run-up over uniform ground. Prediction
of swift currents in urban areas by numerical flow simulation
is expected to be important for evacuation programs and for
city layout planning measures to mitigate tsunami damage.

Tsunami simulation models for forecasting wave propa-
gation and deformation from the seismic center to the coast
have been developed and improved for decades. These mod-
els for high-speed calculations in a wide water body are of-
ten based on a set of shallow water equations on a struc-
tured rectangular grid system (Imamura et al., 1995). Models
with a rectangular grid system were extended to calculate the
tsunami run-up on land by formulating the wavefront propa-
gation on a dry bed (Titov and Synolakis, 1995, 1998; Syn-
olakis et al., 2008). However, the tsunami run-up simulation
described above requires more precise flow modeling by in-
troduction of the hydraulic effects of building arrangement.

Building array treatments in urban flood inundation mod-
els are classifiable into four types (Schubert et al., 2008,
2012): building-resistance models (BR), in which large sur-
face roughness is assigned to cells that fall within a building
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Figure 1. Conditions of inner boundaries: (a) seawalls and (b)
building walls.

footprint (Liang et al., 2007) or developed parcels (Galle-
gos et al., 2009; Gallien et al., 2011); building-block mod-
els (BB), in which spatially distributed ground elevation data
are raised to rooftop height (Brown et al., 2007; Hunter
et al., 2008; Schubert et al., 2008); building-hole models
(BH), in which building footprints are excluded from the
flow calculation area with a free-slip wall boundary condi-
tion (Aronica et al., 1998, 2005; Schubert et al., 2008); and
building-porosity models (BP), in which the impact of build-
ings in a street block is expressed approximately by porosity
and a drag coefficient in a street block (Guinot, 2012; Sanders
et al., 2008; Soares-Frazão et al., 2008).

The BR model is commonly adopted for tsunami run-
up simulations (Gayer et al., 2010; Kaiser, 2011; Suppasri
et al., 2011; Bricker et al., 2015), although the model devel-
opers did not predict the velocity field. Komatsu et al. (2010),
Conde et al. (2013), and Imai et al. (2013) respectively ap-
plied the BB model for the tsunami flooding in the city
of Banda Aceh in Indonesia caused by the 2004 Indian
Ocean earthquake off the Indian coast of Sumatra island,
for the flooding in two cities of Portugal during the 1755
Lisbon tsunami, and for the extreme inundation in Kochi
city in Japan during the historical tsunami run-up in 1707.
Liu et al. (2002) applied the BH model to tsunami run-up
flow caused by the 1896 Sanriku earthquake tsunami. Akoh
et al. (2014) proposed a permeable wall model equivalent to
the BH model when the permeability constant was zero and
applied the model to the tsunami flooding in Kamaishi city in
Japan during the 2011 earthquake off the Pacific coast of To-
hoku (2011 Tohoku tsunami hereinafter). For the BP model,
no report of the relevant literature has described a tsunami
run-up simulation, probably because it is not easy to identify
the values of porosity and building drag coefficient for the
respective street blocks.

For this study, the permeable wall model based on shal-
low flow equations proposed by Akoh et al. (2014) was used
to investigate tsunami run-up details for Kamaishi city dur-
ing the 2011 Tohoku tsunami using more field data than used

in the earlier study. Sect. 2 describes the numerical simula-
tion method: basic formulations and building array treatment.
Sect. 3 is devoted to an explanation of numerical modeling
for the tsunami flooding in Kamaishi city: explanation of the
study site, data sources for modeling, mesh generation, and
calculation conditions. Calculation results are displayed in
Sect. 4 along with validation data. In Sect. 5, after present-
ing discussion of the influence of the permeability constant
on calculation results, the tsunami effects on houses were ex-
amined. We introduce an indicator, IF = (hU2)max, where h

and U respectively denote the water depth and the flow ve-
locity at each point. In addition, we numerically tested effects
of rigid building arrays along the coast on the reduction of IF
in the city center as a possible mitigation measure to be used
instead of high continuous embankments, which prevent ac-
cess to the sea.

2 Methods

Considering the openings of wooden houses such as doors,
windows, or cracks and slits caused by tsunami effects, the
shallow water BH model was improved to express the effects
of wall permeability by introducing the “assumption of inter-
nal hydraulic conditions” on line segments where the walls
were located. The seawall overtopping was considered simi-
larly.

2.1 Numerical model

Two-dimensional shallow water equations were adopted for
numerical simulations: a continuity equation for an incom-
pressible fluid and momentum equations used under the as-
sumption of hydrostatic pressure without horizontal diffu-
sion terms in Cartesian coordinates. The Godunov-type fi-
nite volume method (Godunov et al., 1959) was used to solve
the hyperbolic differential equations. The spatial domain of
integration was covered by a set of unstructured triangular
cells, which are not necessarily aligned with the coordinates.
Therefore, the topography and building footprints were ex-
pressed flexibly. The cell-averaged values for water depth,
velocity components, and ground surface elevation were as-
signed at the centroid of each triangle.

By integrating the equation over each triangular cell and
by application of Gauss’s theorem to the flux integral,
a finite-differential equation for time evolution of variables
was obtained. The method of characteristics was applied
to the flux terms. Roe’s approximate Riemann solver (Roe,
1981) was adopted, based on the first-order upwind ap-
proach. In the finite differentiation of the momentum source
term induced by ground slope, an upwind approach was also
adopted to satisfy the C-property condition for avoiding non-
physical oscillations by ensuring the balance with the flux
term in the steady condition (Zhou et al., 2001). The mo-
mentum source term induced by bed friction, which was ex-
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Figure 2. Geometry of coastlines and location of the study site. (a) Map of Japan. Red shows the coastal region damaged by the 2011 Tohoku
tsunami. (b) Locations of the seismic center, Kamaishi Bay, and the nearest GPS wave gauge.

Figure 3. Bathymetry and surrounding topography of Kamaishi
Bay. Tokyo Peil (T.P.)+m: elevation above the average sea level
in Tokyo Bay.

pressed by Manning’s roughness, was given by the spatial
average.

To model wavefront motion, the Eulerian method pro-
posed by Brufau (2002) was adopted to avoid the so-called
C-property collapse at the border between a wet cell and
a dry bed cell. This method temporarily sets the ground ele-
vation of the dry bed cells adjacent to the wet area as equal
to the water surface level in the neighboring wet cell. A more
detailed description of the method was presented in an earlier
report (Akoh, 2014).

2.2 Assumptions of internal boundary conditions

Effects of seawalls on a flood flow are expressed by imposing
the following internal hydraulic conditions on line segments
where the seawalls are located.

Figure 4. Classification of building structures.

Figure 5. Classification of building damage.

q =

{
0.35h1

√
2gh1 if h2/h1 < 2/3

0.91h2
√

2g(h1−h2) otherwise
(1)

For those expressions, q is the volumetric flow rate over
a unit length of seawall. In addition, h1 and h2 respectively
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Figure 6. Ground subsidence near the coast.

Figure 7. Simplification and redefinition of building footprint poly-
gons.

denote the water depths above the crown at the upstream
and downstream sides (see Fig. 1a). The first equation and
the second equation respectively represent free overflow and
submerged overflow (Honma, 1940).

Ordinary BH models exclude building footprints from the
calculation area using a free-slip interior boundary condi-
tion. In this study, effects of buildings on a flood flow are
expressed by imposing the following internal hydraulic con-
dition on the line segments of building footprint outlines.

q =±C
√

2g |hout−hin| (hout+hin)/2 (2)

Therein, q denotes the flow rate across a unit length of the
wall; hout and hin respectively represent the water depths im-
mediately outside and inside the wall; (hout+hin)/2 denotes
the average wetted height of the wall; (hout−hin) represents
the water surface difference across the wall (see Fig. 1b); g

stands for gravitational acceleration; and C is a constant rep-
resenting the wall permeability resulting from openings such
as doors, windows, or cracks and slits caused by wave im-
pacts. Positive and negative signs respectively denote cases
in which hout > hin and hout < hin. In an impermeable con-
dition (C = 0), the model is equivalent to the BH model.

3 Application: inundation in Kamaishi city from the
2011 Tohoku tsunami

The 2011 earthquake off the Pacific coast of Tohoku, with
Mw 9.0 seismic magnitude, hit the northeastern Pacific coast
of Japan on 11 Mar 2011. The total death toll including miss-
ing persons reached about 18 000, 90 % of whom were killed
by the tsunami which struck soon after the earthquake in low-
lying urban areas on the coast. Kamaishi city was one of the
severely damaged municipalities.

3.1 Site description

Kamaishi city is located at the inner part of the Kamaishi
Bay in the southern Sanriku sawtooth coast of Tohoku dis-
trict, Japan (Fig. 2). The distance between the bay mouth
and the seismic center of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake is only
115 km. A GPS wave gauge placed 20 km offshore from the
bay mouth recorded the time series of the water surface dis-
placement induced by the 2011 Tohoku tsunami.

Figure 3 presents the bathymetry and surrounding topog-
raphy of Kamaishi Bay, where Tokyo Peil (T.P.)+m denotes
the elevation in meters above the average sea level in Tokyo
Bay, which is the standard elevation unit in Japan. A break-
water to prevent tsunami wave intrusion was built at the bay
mouth in 2009 after several tsunami disasters occurred in the
19th and 20th centuries. Nevertheless, the upper part of the
structure was destroyed by the first wave of the 2011 Tohoku
tsunami. The center of Kamaishi city is located on narrow
lowland surrounded by mountains inside the bay. The Ka-
maishi city population of approximately 35 000 is mainly re-
liant on marine product industries and the steel industry.

Figure 4 depicts the building distribution in the city cen-
ter before the earthquake provided by Geospatial Informa-
tion Authority of Japan (GSI), where the colors show ma-
terials used in the construction of individual buildings. Ap-
proximately 2500 small buildings were clustered close to-
gether in a narrow area. More than half of these buildings
were mortared wooden houses (shown as red). The old coast-
line was at the southern margin of this dense building cluster.
The open space between the old coastline and the present
coastline is reclaimed land used as a fishing port, a market,
and a loading yard. Most of the steel-frame buildings (shown
as yellow) were workshops and storehouses used for marine
industries. Concrete panels covered the side faces of these
buildings. The black line along the coast represents a con-
crete seawall, the crown elevation of which was T.P. +4 m.

The height of the first wave of the 2011 Tohoku tsunami
was approximately 10 m at the coast near the city center.
A large volume of seawater overtopped the seawall and
struck the buildings. Black cells in Fig. 5 show the build-
ings that had been destroyed completely (washed away) by
the tsunami waves. Gray cells show remaining buildings that
were nonetheless severely damaged (GSI). Most buildings in
the city were damaged severely, among which the destroyed
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Figure 8. Area of calculation domain: (a) geometry of calculation domain in a wide view, (b) Manning’s roughness in calculation domain
corresponding to the red line in (a), and (c) domain for detailed calculation corresponding to the blue dotted line in (a).

Figure 9. Water surface displacement at the GPS wave gauge sta-
tion.

buildings were mortared wooden houses, which are common
throughout Japan.

3.2 Model setup

3.2.1 Topographical conditions

Based on GPS elevation monitoring by GSI, large ground
displacement occurred within a short time immediately after
the first shock of the earthquake. The movement ceased be-
fore the first tsunami wave’s arrival at Kamaishi Bay (GSI).
Figure 6 shows ground elevation data obtained near the
coastline of Kamaishi Bay before and after the earthquake,
which indicate approximately uniform subsidence of 1 m.

Therefore, the ground elevation data for the numerical
flow simulation were referred from a 1.0 m resolution dig-
ital elevation model provided by GSI based on aerial laser
scanning after the earthquake. No bathymetry measurements
were available for Kamaishi Bay after the earthquake at the
time of the present study. Therefore, the seafloor elevation
was estimated by subtracting 1 m from measurements taken
before the earthquake (Japan Oceanographic Data Center).
As described earlier, the upper part of breakwater at the bay
mouth was destroyed by the first wave of the 2011 Tohoku

tsunami. Tomita et al. (2012) investigated the effect of break-
water on the tsunami propagation into the bay by comparing
three calculations: with the breakwater before tsunami ar-
rival, with damaged breakwater configuration measured af-
ter the tsunami, and without breakwater, whereas the actual
process of breakwater destruction remains as a subject for
future study. Therefore, in this study, the damaged config-
uration measured after the tsunami (Takahashi et al., 2011)
was assumed for calculation.

3.2.2 Seawalls and building footprints

GSI (2011) provided by GSI includes a dataset of structure
plane figures before the earthquake. The seawall positions
were approximated by line segments using GIS software SIS.

The digital base map also includes building footprint out-
lines as corner positions of polygon geometry. However,
overly fine expression of irregular building shapes and tight
spacing are expected to degrade the computational efficiency.
For that reason, building footprints were simplified: polygon
sides shorter than 2.5 m were eliminated by erasing some
corners. Building gaps narrower than 1.5 m were avoided by
aggregating polygons. An example of simplification is por-
trayed in Fig. 7. About 2742 buildings were found in the
digital base map for detailed calculations in the city center
area. The number was reduced to about 1800 after polygon
aggregation.

3.2.3 Mesh generation

The red line in Fig. 8a presents the total area for tsunami
run-up simulation. The blue dotted line shows the area of
detailed calculations in which building footprints were quan-
tified. Figure 8b and c portray enlarged images of the two
areas. For areas with detailed calculation, a triangular mesh
system was constructed from the position dataset of sea-
walls and building corners using software (ANSYS® ICEM
CFD™), under a minimum angle constraint of 30◦ to avoid
computational instability caused by acute angles. The ground
elevation at each triangle centroid was obtained by interpo-
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Figure 10. Estimation of tsunami wave height near the coast: (a) shooting area and (b) illustration of analysis.

Figure 11. Time series of water surface displacement near the coast: comparison between (a) measured and (b) calculated target points for
photograph analysis.

Figure 12. Data of water surface traces (TTJS Group, 2011):
plots show positions of measurements; numbers show the measured
height in T.P.+m; N, +, and × show measurement locations; the
numbers are maximum water levels.

lating the 1.0 m resolution digital model provided by GSI.
Manning’s roughness coefficient was assumed as n= 0.02
because almost all land surfaces in the detailed calculation
area were roads and bare ground (except for building foot-
prints).

For the areas of suburbs and water (outside the blue dot-
ted line), triangular mesh systems were constructed using
ANSYS® ICEM CFD™ based on the coast locations, bed el-
evation contour lines, and land-use classification boundaries.
Manning’s roughness coefficient was assigned as described

Table 1. Manning’s roughness coefficients.

Land use Manning’s
roughness (sm−1/3)

Water area 0.025
Farmland 0.04
Forest 0.16
Factory site 0.05
Residential area (low density) 0.05
Residential area (high density) 0.15
Road, vacant land 0.025

by Bunya (2010) and Bricker et al. (2015) for each land-use
classification, as presented in Table 1 and as shown with col-
ors in Fig. 8b. In all, 146 665 computation grid areas were
created for the whole calculation area.

3.3 Hydraulic condition for calculation

The hydraulic conditions at the east open boundary of cal-
culation area were given by the conventional tsunami prop-
agation model in the ocean (TUNAMI-N2, Imamura, 1996)
with rectangular grids. For calculation efficiency, a seven-
step, one-way nesting method was adopted with grid sizes
of 3240 to 10 m. The time increment of computation was as-
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Figure 13. Comparison between calculated and measured maxi-
mum heights. Symbols are the same as those used for Fig. 12:
(a) Case-1(a) – C = 0.0, buildings before tsunami; (b) Case-1(b)
– C = 0.0, buildings after tsunami; (c) Case-3(a) – C = 0.01, build-
ings before tsunami; and (d) Case-3(b) – C = 0.01, buildings after
tsunami.

Table 2. Numerical simulation cases.

Permeability Building layout
constant, C before tsunami after tsunami

0.0 Case-1(a) Case-1(b)
10−3 Case-2(a) Case-2(b)
10−2 Case-3(a) Case-3(b)
10−1 Case-4(a) Case-4(b)
100 Case-5(a) Case-5(b)

certained from the criterion of the CFL (Courant–Friedrichs–
Lewy) condition for each nesting process. The initial distri-
bution of the water surface setup was obtained from the esti-
mation presented by the Central Disaster Prevention Council
(2012). The calculation results were compared with data ob-
tained using a GPS water gauge located 20 km off the mouth
of Kamaishi Bay (see Fig. 1). Figure 9 shows calculated and
measured results for the sea surface displacement at a GPS
wave gauge station. The agreement was sufficient. The cal-
culated time series of water surface elevation and momentum
flux at the east open boundary were imposed on the tsunami
run-up model described in earlier chapters.

Numerical simulations were conducted with time incre-
ment 1t = 0.025 s for the cases presented in Table 2. In
Case-1(a), building walls were assumed to be impermeable
(C = 0) for building arrays in the city center area before
the tsunami run-up, but, in Case-1(b), C = 0 for building
arrays without houses destroyed by tsunami flooding. Case-
2(a)–Case-5(a) and Case-2(b)–Case-5(b) were counterparts
of Case-1(a) and Case-1(b), in which C was changed respec-
tively as 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, and 100.

4 Validation of results

Data of many kinds were collected by academic groups, gov-
ernments, and municipalities after the earthquake. The re-
sults obtained from the numerical simulation described in the
previous chapter are presented herein and are compared to
those real data.

4.1 Tsunami wave height near the coast

4.1.1 Field data analysis

As described earlier, the breakwater at the bay mouth was
considered with damaged configuration measured after the
tsunami because of the uncertainty of its destruction pro-
cess. In this study, therefore, time series of tsunami wave
height near the coast line were obtained using image anal-
ysis of digital photographs taken by residents. Using them,
we examined the calculated time series near the coast line for
use in run-up calculations in the city center area. Figure 10a
portrays the shooting point and the view angle, shown re-
spectively by the yellow dot and the blue lines, in an area
(shown as red) where some concrete buildings withstood the
tsunami. The water surface elevation at each time was esti-
mated by comparison with the window height, as measured
by the authors after the area was made accessible for tsunami
damage investigations. Figure 10b presents an example in
which the red numbers denote heights from the ground of
the lower window frames. Blue numbers and black numbers
respectively denote the vertical angle differences and the el-
evation differences of the lower window frame and the water
surface from the upper window frame, as measured from the
digital image. Based on this analysis, the water surface el-
evation at the moment was estimated as 6.865 m from the
ground.

4.1.2 Verification of results

The colored dots depicted in Fig. 11a show the respective wa-
ter surface levels ascertained from the photographic analysis
described for Fig. 10 for four points located near the coast.
They are shown with the same symbols in Fig. 11b. The col-
ored solid lines represent the calculated time series of the wa-
ter surface level at the location of P3 (see Fig. 11b) for four
cases among those presented in Table 2. The P3 located at the
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Figure 14. Location of video recording: (a) shooting direction and
(b) crossings for measurement.

Figure 15. Images of wavefront passage at crossing.

center of the measurement area was selected for the plotting
of the calculation results because the four points were mutu-
ally very close and calculation results were almost identical.
All calculation results were mutually similar. They agreed
fairly well with the observations. This outcome suggests that
building wall permeability and assumptions of building ar-
rays, with or without destroyed buildings, did not strongly
influence the tsunami wave height near the coast.

The calculated highest water surface level was from T.P.
10.2 m (Case-3(a)) to 10.5 m (others) at around 2320 s af-
ter the first earthquake shock, although the actual measured
highest water surface level was approximately T.P. 9.8 m at
around 2222 s after the first shock. A possible reason for this
difference is that the process of destruction of the breakwater
at the bay mouth was ignored in tsunami propagation calcu-
lations for the ocean because the breakwater collapsed at an
early stage of the tsunami event, but it is possible that the de-
struction of the breakwater dissipated the energy of intruding
tsunami waves.

4.2 Local highest water surface in the city

4.2.1 Field data source

An academic joint research group was organized to conduct
an extensive survey of the disaster caused by the 2011 To-
hoku tsunami (TTJS Group, 2011; Mori et al., 2011). Their
survey covered almost the entire Pacific coast damaged by
the 2011 Tohoku tsunami, as marked by red in Fig. 2a. For
the Kamaishi area, after estimation of the highest water sur-
face level at several points from water surface traces remain-
ing on poles, roofs, building walls, and the ground, they made

Figure 16. Calculated wavefront propagation corresponding to the
measured values in Fig. 13.

Figure 17. Degree of regression by 1 : 1 slope line: N, mean squared
error; •, intersection value (difference from perfect agreement).

the dataset available to other research groups via the internet.
We present those data on the map displayed in Fig. 12.

4.2.2 Verification of results

Figure 13 shows correlation between the measured and cal-
culated highest water surface levels for four cases with sym-
bols used in Fig. 12. Lines show perfect agreement (- - ·),
best fit regression line (——), and a regression line with 1 : 1
slope (– ·) inserted in Fig. 13. In the cases of C = 0.0 (Case-
1(a) and Case-1(b)), where water storage in buildings was not
considered, large deviations are found in the western run-up
data (×) at the end of the inundation region, suggesting that
the flow concentrated only on streets in the calculation led to
overly efficient flood propagation.

Cases with C = 0.01 (Case-3(a) and Case-3(b)) present re-
sults better than those obtained for the cases with C = 0.0,
which suggests that modification of the BH model by consid-
eration of water storage in buildings might better fit Japanese
wooden houses. Calculations for the building arrays after the
tsunami impact (Case-(b) series) were less accurate than for
those before tsunami impact (Case-(a) series), probably be-
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Figure 18. Time series of flow variables at the city center: (a) examination point, (b) water depth, and (c) flow velocity.

cause the highest water surface was generated during the
first wave run-up, when houses had not been destroyed com-
pletely.

4.3 Wavefront propagation on streets

4.3.1 Field data analysis

A local resident recorded a video (YouTube, 2013) of
tsunami waves from the point shown as the yellow dot in the
direction indicated by the blue arrow presented in Fig. 14a.
After we selected three images in which the tsunami front
had just passed the street through three intersections – R1,
R2, and R3 – marked by yellow dots in Fig. 14b, we ascer-
tained time differences among the images, as shown in the
bottom panels of Fig. 15a–c.

4.3.2 Verification of results

Figure 16 depicts snapshots of the inundation depth for Case-
3(a) at the three moments when the calculated tsunami wave-
front reached the three intersections denoted by R1, R2, and
R3 (see Fig. 14b), where the tsunami front passage was cap-
tured by a resident using a digital video camera. The red
numbers below Fig. 16 represent the time passage between
the tsunami front impacts. Comparison of the measured re-
sults shown at the bottom of Fig. 15 reveals that the calcu-
lated time differences agree well with the observed time dif-
ferences.

5 Discussion

The reasonable value of C, unknown parameter in the model,
is discussed in this chapter based on observed data presented
in the previous chapter. Then, the tsunami effects on houses
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Figure 19. Mappings of maximum depth and maximum flow veloc-
ity during flooding (Case-3(a)): (a) maximum depth and (b) maxi-
mum velocity.

Figure 20. IF-value mapping for the original building array (C =
0.01).

are estimated by introducing an indicator for tsunami run-up
intensity. Furthermore, effects of rigid building arrays along
the coast are tested numerically as a possible mitigation mea-
sure to reduce the hydraulic impact indicator in the city cen-
ter.

5.1 Permeability constant

C is a parameter representing the effects of water intru-
sion into buildings through openings during detention of the
tsunami run-up flow. This is a distinctive point as well as
a weak point of the present model because no physical ev-
idence exists to assign a value to C for each building: the
actual value is expected to vary depending on the building

Figure 21. IF-value mapping for the testing building plot (C =
0.01): (a) building plot and (b) IF-value mapping.

condition and stage of tsunami impact. However, it is also
true that there must be some amount of water leakage through
slits and cracks on the building side faces.

Figure 17 presents characteristics of data scattering around
the regression lines of 1 : 1 slope for the Case-(a) series. The
mean squared error (N) became stable for C > 10−2 with the
weak minimum at C = 10−1, whereas the intersection value
of the regression line with 1 : 1 slope (•, difference from the
perfect agreement line) takes the minimum value of 0.8 m at
C = 10−2. Considering that the error of the maximum wave
height at the coastline was 0.4–0.7 m (see Fig. 11a), the result
of Case-3(a) is apparently the best among the five cases.

Figure 18b and c respectively shows the time series of wa-
ter depth and flow velocity obtained using the five cases of
the Case-(a) series at two points A and B in the city center,
as shown in (a). Although the tsunami wave arrival time and
peak values of depth and velocity depend on the value of C,
the resultant sensitivity to C does not appear to be excessive,
considering ambiguous factors of other kinds in numerical
simulations.

Although the discussion presented above might appear to
be unclear and indefinite, the overall permeable constant C =

0.01 for the building array before the tsunami arrival (Case-
3(a)) was adopted for the following discussion because the
case provided the highest correlation with measured data.

5.2 Tsunami effects on houses

Figure 19 presents spatial distributions of the maximum in-
undation depth and the maximum flow velocity obtained
from the Case-3(a) calculation, in which black rectangles
represent houses destroyed by tsunami waves. The water
depth was greater in the eastern part of the building collapse
concentration area because the tsunami approached the city
from the east, whereas higher flow velocities were found in
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western areas because the wavefront hitting at the end of the
bay intruded directly into open spaces and the streets.

Considering that the forces on structures are proportional
to the momentum flux, an indicator for tsunami run-up flow
intensity, IF, was introduced as

IF = (hU2)max, (3)

where h and U respectively denote the inundation depth and
flow velocity during the flood. Figure 20 presents a spatial
distribution of IF, which is closely correlated with the distri-
bution of collapsed houses colored black in the figure.

5.3 Tsunami reduction effects of concrete buildings
along the coast

Construction of high embankments along the coast was
stated as the primary countermeasure against tsunami run-up
in reconstruction guidelines issued by the Japanese Govern-
ment after the 2011 Tohoku tsunami (Cabinet Office, Gov-
ernment of Japan, 2011). However, such structures obstruct
access to the sea, causing great inconvenience to cities with
local communities that are mainly reliant on marine product
industries. Some reports have suggested that large buildings
protected the houses behind them from tsunami impact (e.g.,
Matsutomi et al., 2012; Takagi et al., 2014).

Therefore, the effects of building arrays along the coast
on controlling the flood flow instead of a continuous seawall
were tested numerically. White rectangles in Fig. 21 show the
trial building plot: two building layers are lined alternately to
prevent seawater from flowing straight to the city center, with
daily traffic given access through a hook-shaped road system.
The building footprint dimensions are presented above the
figure.

The color contour in Fig. 21 shows the calculated IF-
distribution. Compared with Fig. 20, the tsunami run-up flow
intensity dropped drastically on streets where many wooden
houses had been destroyed by the 2011 Tohoku tsunami. Re-
sults of this trial calculation suggest that properly arranged
concrete buildings along the coast can function as a sea-
wall, reducing damage to homes behind them and sheltering
some evacuation routes, although special building equipment
for emergencies must be provided on lower floors, such as
rigid shutters that can be closed before tsunami wave impact,
along with safety measures for lifeline services such as elec-
trical power.

6 Conclusions

The approach presented in this paper demonstrated the pos-
sibility of accurate urban flood modeling with an internal hy-
draulic condition at building side faces, which allows water
leakage into buildings, in the context of tsunami run-up in
Kamaishi city caused by the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. When
the wall permeable constant is set to zero, the model is equiv-
alent to a BH model. A mesh system for calculation was

generated using software (ANSYS® ICEM CFD™) based on
building footprints included in a digital map provided by GSI
with a digital elevation model of 1.0 m resolution, which was
also provided by GSI.

The permeable wall assumption is both the distinctive
point and the weak point of the model because of the dif-
ficulty in assigning a realistic value of permeability to each
building. In actuality, the value is expected to vary depend-
ing on the building condition and stage of tsunami impact.
Moreover, it is true that some amount of water leakage oc-
curs through openings, slits, and cracks on building side
faces. In this study, five values of the permeability constant
C defined by Eq. (3) were examined from 0 (impermeable)
through 10−3, 10−2, 10−1 to 1. A comparison of computed
results with field data suggests C = 10−2 overall for cases of
tsunami flooding in Kamaishi city.

Examination of time series of water depth and flow veloc-
ity at the city center revealed that the consequent sensitivity
on C was not so great, except for a short duration around
the first peak. Because accurate evaluation of hydraulic con-
ditions at the first peak is important, further investigation is
necessary to ascertain the C value practically, based on re-
sults of field and experimental studies. However, considering
that the original definition of the permeable constant was ab-
stract and that the permeability model was a kind of pertur-
bation from the building-hole model, further detailed consid-
eration of the C value might be meaningless at this point.

The purpose of modeling the tsunami run-up process is not
only to predict hydraulic quantities such as inundation water
depth but also to propose effective measures against tsunami
disasters based on calculation results. This study adopted an
indicator for run-up flow intensity: IF = (hU2)max, where h

and U respectively stand for the water depth and the flow ve-
locity at each point during the flood. Results showed that the
spatial mapping of the IF value is correlated with the distri-
bution of houses destroyed by the tsunami flow.

Numerical tests conducted for buildings along the coast
demonstrated that two lines of alternately arranged concrete
buildings can prevent seawater from flowing straight into the
city center while maintaining daily traffic through a hook-
shaped road system. Therefore, the present model offers
great potential as a tool to support the improvement of city
layouts for enhanced safety against tsunami waves.

Data availability. The digital data of the building footprint are
available at https://fgd.gsi.go.jp/download/menu.php (Geospatial
Information Authority of Japan). The data of ground elevation
are available at https://fgd.gsi.go.jp/download/menu.php (Geospa-
tial Information Authority of Japan). The data of seafloor elevation
are available at http://jdoss1.jodc.go.jp/vpage/depth500_file_j.html
(Japan Oceanographic Data Center). The data of survey results
are available at http://www.coastal.jp/tsunami2011 (the 2011 earth-
quake off the Pacific coast of Tohoku tsunami information). The
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video used for verification is available at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=aQj2zn5Axmk (YouTube).
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